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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Working together
gives us the edge
Jeff Halliday, WCW President

T

here’s very little I can say that
hasn’t already been said.
We are in unprecedented
times, each facing varying
degrees of disruption. That week in
March when our lives changed; many of
us were in the middle of the AWWOA
Annual Seminar in Banff. What started
as an engaging few days of learning
from our peers while strengthening
our relationships came to an early end.
As news of the pandemic intensified,
the AWWOA Board and staff made
the difficult but courageous decision
to protect attendees. Immediately
afterwards, we all adjusted priorities and
were in daily crisis response mode, hearing
new information and trying to find ways to
react, while protecting our communities,
our families, and ourselves. Through it
all, our water systems functioned. Clean
water was available for the increased hand
washing and our wastewater systems
gained a new appreciation as people
reflected on those core services that are
critical to their daily routines.

I am amazed at the stories of our
members who demonstrated their
resilience and commitment to keeping
our water systems running. For the
operators who were asked to relocate
to trailers at their plants, the concept
of “work from home” took on new
meaning. Also, this work-from-home
movement impacted our water systems
in unique ways. Bedroom communities,
where residents normally spend most of
their day in nearby cities, suddenly faced
an unprecedented increase in demand.
Meanwhile, in our empty offices, water
stagnated in service connections.
The inexplicable hoarding of toilet
paper presented an interesting public
relations opportunity. Suddenly, social
media was filled with crazy advice
on how to handle a shortage of this
precious commodity. Members of
the water community reacted quickly,
reminding people of the consequences
of flushing disposable wipes. A rising
star during these times is the social
media account of an Ohio public utility
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(@neorsd), which used wit, wisdom, and
empathy to create an incredible discourse
on the topic of “What is flushable?” From
the practical (Q: What about paper towels?
A: Not flushable.) to the existential (Q: Can
I flush my version of what my life would be?
A: Don’t flush that. Just be yourself.).
As public health warnings were issued
and revised, two words kept getting
repeated: essential service.
The definition of this term fluctuated as
varying levels of government considered
their response. To those of us who work
in water, it was a validation of a concept
we already knew but don’t often express.
The services we provide are essential.
The work we do is essential, although the
way we learn, work and collaborate has
changed and will continue to change.
Active involvement with WCW and our
constituent organizations is giving us the
tools and connections we need to deliver
these essential services.
One thing is very clear to me: by
working together for water, we will
get through this.

Thank you to all the advertisers who support WCW.

Surface Water Management
With ACO’s StormBrixx

A

CO is a global leader in storm
and surface water management,
with products to collect, clean,
hold and release water – addressing all
phases of the water cycle and supporting
sustainable drainage. ACO designs
and manufactures innovative products
used to manage water in a sustainable
manner in both commercial and domestic
environments. ACO protects people from
water and water from people.
In British Columbia, ACO is proud
of its various installations of ACO
StormBrixx® – a unique and patented
geocellular stormwater management
system designed for surface water
storage and infiltration. Its versatility
allows it to be used in applications
across all construction environments
as a standalone solution or as part of a
Sustainable Drainage System (SUDS) and
fits with all (SD) standard duty and (HD)
heavy duty requirements.
For a recent project in BC’s lower
mainland, ACO’s clients required a
150-cubic metre water detention tank
– the ACO StormBrixx HD product, the
company’s heavy-duty series. The requirement was to have a shallow storm water
management tank system with minimum
amount of cover to accommodate any
traffic vehicles’ weight. ACO’s client was
very particular about cost-effectiveness
and a smaller excavation area – and this is
where ACO StormBrixx shines.
ACO StormBrixx® is typically used for:
• Parking lots
• Shopping malls
• Educational and Industrial facilities
• Residential developments
• Commercial buildings and
developments
• Airports and Military bases
• Ports
• Airports
• Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS)
for USA

This project is a fabulous showcase
of the next generation in storm water
management system and a great success
story in the local BC market.
ACO StormBrixx® is a system consisting
of a single, recyclable, polypropylene
body that can be assembled in a variety of
ways to form an open bonded structure.
This can take form in many shapes and
sizes, as this system can be layered for
more effective use of space to allow
more storage capacity. The SD version is
based on 97% void ration where the HD is
95% void ration and very easy installation
which has benefitted customers in both
time and money.

ACO introduced the concept of
linear surface drainage systems to
North America over 35 years ago.
Today ACO Systems, Ltd. is a sales
and marketing company with access
to ACO’s global strong manufacturing
bases. Established in 2006, ACO
Canada uses a variety of materials for
its extensive range of surface water
drainage, oil-water separation, building
drainage and residential products.
For more information about
ACO StormBrixx or any of the
company’s product lines, please visit
www.acocan.ca or call 1-604-554-0688
or 1-877-226-4255.
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EDITORIAL

Doing our small part in a big world
Bill Brant, Editor, Western Canada Water Magazine

A

s I write this Editorial in late
April, I am working in my home
office. Since March 13, this
has been my full-time work
location as my employer, WSP, has closed
its offices to promote physical distancing.
These phrases were virtually unknown
until COVID-19 swept across the world.
The use of laptops and VPN connections
to company servers was previously a
convenience. Now they are necessity. The
world will never be the same. We have
often remarked about the rapid rate of
“change” in our world and in our lives.
Sometimes, it is sudden, monumental,
noticeable day by day, week by week. At
other times, it is incremental, gradual,
noticeable only if we think back a year, a
decade, or longer. Climate change falls
into that category.
Since the beginning of 2019,
the weather in Manitoba has been
interesting. In the first six months of 2019,
Winnipeg received a record low of 90mm
of total precipitation, including 0.4mm
in March, usually one of the snowiest
months. In the following four months –
summer and fall – we were deluged with
over 300mm. Many farmers had soggy
crops deteriorating in the fields well into
winter because they could not harvest
as the waterlogged soil caused farm
machinery to sink up to the axles. Strange
weather? There was more.
It isn’t unusual for southern Manitoba
to get a bit of snow before Halloween.
But we got 12mm of rain, then followed
by 11cm of snow in the days before
Thanksgiving. As the temperature
hovered around zero, ice built up on
power lines and trees. About 100,000
customers were cut off from their
electricity at various times, including
some rural residents who were affected
for over a week. It was our worst ice storm
in memory, and it occurred at a time of
year when we would normally be enjoying
fall sunshine. The damage included

over 30,000 trees on City of Winnipeg
municipal property either badly damaged
or destroyed, and tens of thousands more
on private properties. The falling trees
and branches often took the power lines
with them.
After that unexpected blast of winter,
the following five months were relatively
gentle, with few significant snowfalls and
mostly above-average temperatures,
until a rather cool start to April. The usual
weather patterns haven’t been seen
here for a while. And we’ve had it easy
compared to southeastern Australia,
devastated by severe drought, setting the
stage for hundreds of wildfires ravaging
nearly 19 million hectares of land, followed
more recently by abnormal intense
rainfalls that led to massive flooding.
Climate change? Some people may
argue it is not. Some others may agree
there is change, but deny that human
activity is the cause. However, most of
us realise that long-term norms are no
longer the norm. The impacts on our
water utilities are multifaceted. For several
years before the fall of 2019, southeastern
Manitoba experienced below-average
precipitation, leading to a decline in the
levels of wells drawing water from the
regional carbonate aquifer. The output
of the artesian wells that had supplied my
municipality’s utility with about half of our
public water, declined by about half. That
had not been experienced before in the
25 years since the source was developed.
That Thanksgiving ice storm hammered
Portage la Prairie hard. An article in this
issue describes some of the challenges
faced by our members as they struggled
to cope with unprecedented power
failures (Page 19). Other articles consider
the ways in which we will have to adapt to
greater extremes and more variability in
our weather. We can’t control the weather.
Since we represent only about 0.1% of the
world’s population, we don’t have much
global influence. So, we must adapt to the
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changes, by building as much resilience
into our infrastructure as we can.
Similarly, we can’t prevent pandemics
that arise on the other side of the globe.
We can do our part to limit the effects
locally: again, the buzzwords “physical
distancing” and “self-isolation” come
to mind. As I write this, there were over
2.8 million reported cases of COVID-19
globally, with nearly 200,000 fatalities.
In the USA, over 900,000 people
have been diagnosed, of whom 46,000
have died. In Canada, there have been
over 47,000 cases with 2,400 deaths.
I live in Manitoba, where we have
identified 272 cases, of which 205 have
recovered and thankfully, only six deaths.
In Saskatchewan, 353 cases have resulted
in four deaths, in Alberta, with its larger
cities and much higher population,
4,488 cases led to 73 deaths. In the
Northwest Territory, there have been five
cases, and no deaths. Nunavut has been
spared so far. It does seem that lower
population densities and reduced levels
of incoming international travellers are
positive factors.
We can’t congratulate ourselves
because it is worse elsewhere in the
world. We expect it will get worse
before it gets better. Because the risks
remain high, the WCW Conference
scheduled for Regina in September
has been postponed by a full year. My
hope and prayer are that by the time
this magazine reaches your hands,
the worst would have passed, with life
beginning to return to whatever will pass
for the “new normal”. But not for long, as
change is ever with us.
I will close by giving credit to
our water and wastewater operations
members who have worked tirelessly
in the face of growing challenges
to deliver the essential services upon
which our health and environment
depend. That will never change:
Thank you!

An important message from
WCW regarding COVID-19 impacts

T

hese are challenging times and
we know this crisis continues
to unfold and affect your life
in countless ways. Our number
one priority remains the health and safety
of our members and communities. As such,
we have some important announcements
that will affect our organization over the
next several months:
• We have made the difficult decision to
postpone WCW20. Our office has been
diligently working behind the scenes
with facilities, exhibitors, sponsors
and committees to reschedule. Our
conference rotation schedule has been
amended as follows:
o
WCW21 | Regina –
September 21-24, 2021
o
WCW22 | Calgary –
September 14-17, 2022
o
WCW23 | Saskatoon – 		
September 25-28, 2023
o
WCW24 | Winnipeg – 		
September 17-20, 2024
• All in-person WCW, WCS AWWA and
WCWEA events and seminars have

been cancelled until public health
guidelines and restrictions have
been lifted.
It is important to acknowledge the
support of our WCW20 sponsors who
have agreed to move their contribution
to next year. Our industry is essential to
survival and it is of utmost importance
that our members continue to
connect and learn from each other.
Our sponsors have stood behind the
industry and helped ensure that this
opportunity is possible in 2021.
The Regina Conference Planning
Committee has been diligently working
on WCW20 over the past year and
a half. They will continue to work on
next year’s conference, and will make
sure that WCW21 returns better than
ever. We applaud their efforts and
dedication to seeing this through.
Thank you to our exhibitors who
have moved their bookings to WCW21
and continue to support our Annual
Conference and Exhibition.

We would like to extend our gratitude
to the DoubleTree Hotel and Conexus
Art Centre in Regina, as well as the RBC
Convention Centre and Delta Hotel in
Winnipeg who worked with us to find an
agreeable solution during what is also a very
difficult time for their industry.
Finally, we would like to thank you. We
know many of you reading this are either
directly or indirectly providing an essential
service to your community. Your time,
knowledge and experience are needed
now, more than ever. It is our time to
collectively step up, so please reach out and
let us know how we can help.
We are grateful for your support
and appreciate your patience and
understanding as we work through the
course of this crisis. Our staff will be
available by email for any questions you
may have.
Take care of yourself and take care of
each other. We look forward to all of us
being together again soon.
Western Canada
Water Board & Staff
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ACROSS
4. A dense granular filter medium used in multimedia filters.
6. Accelerated consumption of oxygen in a water body caused by
excess nutrients and plant life.
8. A passage in which the tide meets a river current, especially an
arm of the sea at the lower end of a river.
9. A dike or embankment, generally constructed on or parallel
to the banks of a water body intended to protect the land side
from inundation by floodwaters or to confine the stream flow to
its regular channel.
12. The movement of fluid in a particular direction in smooth
continuous non-turbulent parallel layers that do not
mix with each other.
15. Capable of destroying or suppressing the growth
of microorganisms.
18. A large holding pond used to contain residuals while
sedimentation and biological activity including oxidation occurs.
20. An organism that produces an observable response
on exposure to a given substance.
21. A ring of material used to make a joint or connection watertight.
22. An organic substance that, with cellulose, forms the chief part
of woody tissue.
24. A gate located at the point where a conduit is divided into two
branches to divert the flow into either branch or allow flow into
other branches.
25. Pertaining to a chemical process in which heat is released.
26. A low permeability geologic unit that can store groundwater and
also transmit it slowly from one aquifer to another.
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DOWN
1. To coat a metal, especially iron or steel, with zinc.
2. A naturally occurring metalloid element used as a constituent
of metal in the manufacturing of flame retardants, ceramics,
glass, pesticides and tin.
3. A floor or lining of concrete, timber, or other resistant material placed
at the toe of a dam, bottom of a spillway, chute and so on to protect the
surface from erosion from falling water or turbulent flow.
5. A more or less continuous series of cliffs or sharp slopes oriented in
the same direction, often at the edge of a plateau, resulting from
erosion or faults.
7. A piece of equipment used to transform rotary motion into
electric current and supplies power.
10. Lacking light, as in the deeper part of a reservoir.
11. An inorganic monovalent anion usually found in natural water.
Associated with hardness and alkalinity.
13. Calcium oxide.
14. Pertaining to reservoirs and lakes that are rich in nutrients and very 		
productive in terms of aquatic animal and plant life.
16. A measure of the extent to which a chemical is available for systemic 		
absorption by an organism.
17. Corrosion that is increased because of the current caused
by a dissimilar metal.
19. Machinery, appliances, structures and other parts of a main structure 		
that are necessary to allow it to operate as intended but that are not 		
considered part of the main structure.
23. An infectious agent presenting a risk or potential risk to human
health, either directly through infection or indirectly through
disruption of the environment.

Clean water,
local resources
Water—we use it for so many
of life’s essentials, so it’s up to
us to keep it clean. AECOM is
working to protect the public’s
health, build systems to serve
growing communities and provide
the foundation for economic
development and prosperity.
www.aecom.ca

Quality, Experience &
Inventory…we have it all
• TC Fire Hydrants
• Water Works Fittings
• TC Gate Valves
• EBAA Joint Restraint
• Street Castings

Serving Western Canada for over 100 years

604.513.3800 • 250.245.0455 • 403.253.7348
Langley, BC

Terminal City Iron Works Ltd.
Size: 7” X 4-5/8” COLOUR

Cassidy, BC
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TH E U N I NTE NTI O N A L
TR AI LB L A Z E R
A Profile of Katharine Oswald
Philip Wiebe, Nexom

I

n life, as the cliché goes, you never quite know where
the road will take you, especially if your trunk is full
of pond aeration equipment. That was Katharine
Oswald in 1997, a recent college graduate, married
with teenagers, and embarking on a new career with
a fledgling Canadian startup. Today, with her retirement
set for June, Katharine leaves the wastewater treatment industry
an all-too-rare female executive – VP of Operations at Nexom,
a nutrient management technology supplier – in a maledominated industry.
And while she may not have set out to forge a new path for
women in the industry, her doing so was also no mistake.
PHARMACY’S LOSS WASTEWATER’S GAIN (EVENTUALLY)
Born and raised in Winnipeg, Katharine has lived her entire life
in the southern half of the province. She and her husband, Wilf,
dreamed of a house with a view of mountains and a river, and
while the Seine River isn’t far away from their Lorette, Manitoba
home, you’d have to squint more than a little to make the
faraway hills look like mountains.
She didn’t intend to go into the industry where she’s made
her mark, but what was pharmacy’s loss would turn into
wastewater treatment’s gain. Having always been interested in
the environment and striving to be an environmentally conscious
citizen, the resilient Katharine brushed off the Faculty of
Pharmacy slight and chose to focus her studies on algae ecology
and biology, earning her degree in Environmental Science from
the University of Manitoba in 1997.
With both her children in school, Katharine used the
opportunity to take a chance on a relatively new company with a
goal of revolutionizing wastewater treatment in Canada, Nelson
Environmental – now Nexom. Katharine certainly didn’t start out
with any cushy executive position. In 1998, she accepted a small,
base salary plus commissions to spend three-quarters of her life
on the road selling Pond Cure – a discontinued brand of pond
aeration – out of the trunk of her car.
FIRST EMPLOYEE
Katharine was employee #1 for Nexom (then Nelson
Environmental), and as many before her in the oft-unglamorous
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Katharine Oswald in 2018 outside Nexom headquarters
in Winnipeg. Photo credit: Nexom

world of wastewater treatment startups, she went on to wear many
hats and fill many roles before landing in management, including
working in finance, marketing, project planning, even as a field
technician getting her hands dirty diagnosing and resolving
warranty concerns. In the spirit of many trailblazers before her,
Katharine did not shrink from the challenges she faced, but rather
grew to meet them, even going so far as to earn her project
management professional designation in 2005.
In 2016, nearly 20 years after she first started, Katharine was
named the first VP of Operations of the then-rebranded Nexom.
As VP, she continues to wear many hats and by her own admission,
likes it that way. She considers herself a problem solver, overseeing
the way projects get done and ensuring that all involved
departments interact in a way that is productive and positive.
Under her watch, processes are followed, plans are made for
growth, contracts are reviewed, revenue flows are monitored, and
the connection with Nexom’s U.S. operations in Idaho stays strong.

“In a typical day,” Katharine said in a November interview,
“90% of what I plan to get done, doesn’t happen that way.”
This comes with an evolving focus. Now the industry veteran,
she spends a lot of her time mentoring younger staff and passing
on the knowledge of her 20-plus years in the wastewater
business. And nobody is better equipped to explain why X gets
done in Y way.
LIFE WELL LEARNED
Given her unassuming nature, it’s easy to ask Katharine about
what she’s learned, and easy to predict why she finds it funny that
anyone would ask. In a reflective moment, she admits that, yes, it’s
the people that surround her who provide her with the inspiration
to keep going every day. Instead of idolizing athletes or actors,
she draws from the everyday people taking the first steps in their
careers and those who are mid-career or coming to the end of it.
At home, you’ll find her puttering around her house or yard,
or spending time with her kids and grandson. Katharine loves
to travel, but in a completely on-brand way. Her travel plans are
typically motivated by an event or opportunity like a great sale.
Perhaps as a result, she’s travelled extensively. The last few years
have seen a big expedition to Italy, a couple weeks in Hawaii, and

planning for retirement with a near month-long trek through
Germany, an homage to her cultural background. She’d also like
to get to Ireland, but “simply because it’s pretty.”
Katharine would argue that she’s not very interesting, but
the baton-twirling youth who took belly dancing as an adult, to
“force myself out of my comfort zone”, holds more than a few
surprises. If she’s amazed that she’s landed at the forefront of an
historically masculine industry, however, she’d be the only one.
“Katharine Oswald was my first hire and she’s had a hand in
every step of our growth since then,” says Martin Hildebrand,
Nexom CEO. “As an employee and leader, she’s helped our
company so much. As a mentor, she’s influenced so many that
her impact will be felt long after she’s retired.”
In that sense, Katharine is the truest form of trailblazer.
Everywhere she’s gone on her winding journey, she’s left her
mark while making the road easier for the next person, willing
to give a few precious minutes to industry newcomers, mentees,
and even writers who get the benefit of following her lead.
Sure, arriving at this destination may not have been part
of some master plan, but Katharine Oswald’s journey was
every bit the road less travelled. To those she has impacted,
as Frost promised, “that has made all the difference.“

INTERNATIONAL CORROSION CONTROL INC.
INTERPROVINCIAL CORROSION CONTROL COMPANY LTD.
Industry Leaders … since 1957

20-30%

The PetroWrap Anti-Corrosion
System has been developed for
long term corrosion protection
of metal surfaces underground,
underwater or exposed — even
in the most severe environments.
®

Great ideas
are just below
the surface
Stantec has successfully delivered thousands of
trenchless crossings for water, wastewater, oil
and gas products, electrical conduits, and other
pipelines. Whether it is for crossing a river or other
environmentally sensitive area, or minimizing
disruption to the public in a busy urban setting,
Stantec brings the appropriate technical tool-kit and
experience for developing an advanced trenchless
solution. Together, we’ll make sure your pipeline
gets to where it needs to go.

• Consists of cold applied system
of petrolatum based PetroWrap

SAVINGS OVER
TRADITIONAL
ANTI-CORROSION
TAPES

®

• Anti-Corrosion Tape
• PetroWrap Primer
®

• PetroWrap Profiling Mastic for
contouring
®

PetroWrap Anti-Corrosion Tape
will not crack, peel or harden and
therefore remains impermeable
to moisture and requires no
maintenance.
®

CERTIFICATIONS, SUCCESSFULLY TESTED TO:
CSA Z245.30 (2019) & AWWA C-217

E-mail: Contact@Rustrol.com

Design with community in mind | stantec.com

www.Rustrol.com
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WORKING IN WATER

Own your mistakes:
Samantha Whettell
Kristen McGillivray, Western Canada Water

S

am and I first met in 2015 at the WCW Annual
Conference & Exhibition. It was our first conference
together and we bonded over chocolate during
long hours at the registration desk. We’ve somewhat
grown up through WCW together and I’m so proud of all
she’s accomplished since our first meeting. Sam is the current
Manitoba Trustee of the Western Canada Water Environment
Association (WCWEA) and also plays a vital role in planning
the WCW Conference when it travels to Winnipeg. She
graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Biosystems
Engineering, Environmental Specialization from the University
of Manitoba and currently works as a Process Engineer at
AECOM Canada Ltd.

STARTING POINT
Q. What was your first job after graduation?
Did you learn anything that you couldn’t in a classroom?
A. As I approached graduation, my goal was to work in an
environmental role at a consulting firm, but no one seemed to
be hiring. I spoke with one of my professors, and he happened
to know a Master’s student (shout out to Natalie Wilson, WCW
President Elect) who knew of a former co-worker branching out
on her own to do some consulting work and was looking for
help. She ended up hiring me, so my first job after graduation
was a one-year term position working on a community
development plan for a First Nation. I think the first lesson that
I learned outside of the classroom was the power of having a
network. I wouldn’t have got that first job, and I wouldn’t be
where I am today, if it hadn’t been for the people in my network
helping me along the way.
Q. How have you built up your professional networks?
A. As mentioned, I quickly realized the value of having a
network, but I didn’t have many opportunities to make
connections at my first job. It was just me and Barb Chaput,
the engineer who hired me, which was great for learning,
but tough for networking. However, she was on the planning
committee for the 2015 WCW Conference and Exhibition, and
she got me involved with the Planning Committee. It was a
great introduction to the local water community and sparked
my streak of saying yes to any volunteer opportunity that came
my way. Since joining AECOM, I’ve worked hard to develop my
professional network through joining different committees and
boards. While attending networking events and conferences is
a great way to connect with people, I’ve found it much easier to
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expand my network by joining the committees planning those
events; that way you know someone before you even get to
the event.
WORKING IN WATER
Q. What excites you most about working in the water industry?
A. Big picture, I love working in this industry because water is
such an essential resource and the work we do has a tangible
impact on our communities and the environment. In particular,
I’m really excited about the advancement of technologies
focused on nutrient recovery from wastewater. High nutrient
levels in treated wastewater effluent can be detrimental to the
receiving ecosystem, but these nutrients are highly valued in
other industries, such as agriculture. I think the ability to extract
these nutrients from wastewater and beneficially use them
elsewhere is fantastic, and I look forward to more treatment
plants utilizing this technology in the years to come.
Q. What brought you to your current job? What professional
experience prepared you for the role you’re in?
A. As the one-year term of my first job was coming to a
close, I began to think (read: panic) about my next steps. As
I contemplated who I should contact about potential job
openings, Barb shared that one of her former coworkers
(whom I had met through her) had recommended me for a
job at AECOM. So technically Chris Lipscombe, Barb’s former
co-worker, and my current co-worker, brought me to my current
job. Once again, my network helped get me to where I am
today. Since starting with AECOM, I’ve held the same “role” as
a junior engineer. This role is super dynamic, and as I gain more
experience, I take on more responsibility. Four years in, I still feel
like I’m constantly learning, and all of the experience I’ve gained
helps me navigate the next challenge.
Q. What advice do you have for women
interested in becoming an Operator or Engineer?
A. My best advice would be, go for it! I know that doesn’t
sound like overly helpful advice, but I think a few words of
encouragement to just jump in will help get more women
into these programs. Chances are, if you are even remotely
interested in these roles, you’ll likely enjoy them and be able to
find something that works for you. But you won’t know until you
try. And there’s lots of time to seek out a mentor or research
potential career paths once you’re in the program. Don’t
overthink it!

Congratulations to Sam!
Our Winnipeg volunteer family is growing by one this summer.
We look forward to welcoming baby W in June!
CHALLENGES
Q. It’s hard to talk about mistakes, but they help us learn.
What’s your best advice for handling a mistake?
A. My best advice for handling a mistake is to own it. Nobody
is expected to be perfect, and being arrogant enough to think
otherwise could cause even more trouble than the mistake itself.
We work in an industry where mistakes can be costly, even fatal.
Upon discovering a mistake, my advice would be to let your
supervisor, project manager and whoever else know as soon
as possible. Taking the blame for your mistake shows that you
are responsible and that you take your job seriously. Look at
it as a learning opportunity and do your best to learn from
your mistakes.
Q. Did you ever experience any uncertainty
that this was the right career path for you?
A. Absolutely! Choosing to go into the Faculty of Engineering
was a relatively easy decision for me because I enjoyed
science and wanted to apply it in the real world. After entering
engineering though, I struggled to have a clear vision of what
I wanted to do after university. I had no idea what industry I
wanted to go into, or even what job opportunities were out
there. I joined a student design group through the university to
gain some experience, but I didn’t seem to fit in with the other
engineering students – they all seemed to be interested in very
technical design, and I wasn’t. However, I stuck to my gut and
ended up at my current job at a consulting firm in the water
industry and it has been a great fit. Since joining the workforce,
I’ve had the opportunity to meet many engineers and learn

about the diversity of their career paths, which has helped me
realize that there isn’t one definition of what it means to be an
engineer. While I still worry about not being technical enough, I
feel much more confident that I’m on the right path.
PERSPECTIVE
Q. What do you think the key to being a leader is?
A. I think the key to being a leader is to inspire people. A true
leader will motivate people and bring out the best in them. To me,
becoming a manager is a job that is given to you, but becoming a
leader is an attribute that you develop. It doesn’t matter how high
up the ranks you are, no one can make you a leader – you become
a leader. To become a leader, I think it’s important to focus less on
yourself as an individual and more on what you can contribute to
the whole.
Q. What advice would you give to your younger self?
A. This is a tricky question for me. I consider myself something
of a recovering perfectionist, so I try not to dwell on the past.
I wouldn’t change anything because it got me to where I am
today, which I’m very thankful for. If I was to give my younger self
advice (or maybe just someone younger than me), I would say:
Be confident in who you are and your abilities – stop doubting
yourself! Don’t be afraid to take chances, you could end up
somewhere really great, and the worst that could happen
probably isn’t insurmountable. Worrying about the future gets you
nowhere – if you put that time and energy into creating change,
as opposed to worrying, you could move mountains. Okay, this is
actually just advice I should be telling my current self.

Consulting Engineers Serving Western Canada

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
www.mpe.ca
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WATER RESOURCES

◆
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OPERATOR TRAINING,
CLOSE TO HOME
Michael McLachlan started his career in the water
industry over 15 years ago, but his fascination with
water goes back even further than that.
“I was always very curious,” he said. “When I turned on
the tap, I wondered how the water got there, and what
made it safe to drink.”
McLachlan’s curiosity was further piqued through
conversations with former colleagues in his wholesale
job who had already made the leap to the water
industry. He jumped at the opportunity to switch careers
and start as a Water and Wastewater Operator with the
City of Whitehorse in 2005.
McLachlan learned quickly that the water industry is
constantly in flux. Whether it was staying abreast of
new technology and updated regulations or attaining
his mandatory Continuing Education Units (CEUs),
regular training was to be expected. Some years,
this meant traveling to larger city centers and spending
days or even weeks away from work and family.
Other years, there was no water and wastewater
training available at all.

This changed in 2009 when Yukon University’s (then
Yukon College) Yukon Water and Wastewater Operator
Program (YWWOP) was established. With the expert
advice of the YWWOP steering committee, the program
designed training in response to educational needs in both
the government and the private sectors. For the first time,
water industry professionals from across Yukon did not
have to leave the territory to maintain their certifications.
The program also introduced more opportunity and a
larger variety of courses at a greater frequency for water
industry professionals to further their education.
“YWWOP has been instrumental to me maintaining my
certifications and advancing through my career,” said
McLachlan. “An extremely valuable part of the program has
been the small class sizes and the opportunity to connect
with operators using similar systems, sharing stories about
our successes and challenges in the water industry. This
knowledge exchange and personal touch is very important.”
In recent years, YWWOP has evolved so that new and
current operators can choose to take courses in-person
or completely online with synchronous delivery, meaning
students connect with their instructors and classmates

in real-time. While McLachlan has not taken any courses
by online delivery, he said he has taken several with peers
joining via the internet where the knowledge exchange and
interpersonal aspect of the program were still prominent.
Online delivery has opened the door for operators outside
of Yukon, especially those living in small, northern or
remote communities, to participate in YWWOP courses.
Because all the program’s certification exam preparation
courses follow the Association of Boards of Certification
(ABC) need-to-know criteria that are used across North
America, operators in other jurisdictions can feel confident
in choosing YWWOP to keep on top of industry standards.
From the core courses that prepare operators to write
certification exams, to CEUs and specialized, on-demand
training, YWWOP equips every student with the tools
needed to succeed.
“I think what really sets our program apart is that
we do a range of things,” said program coordinator,
Alison Anderson. “Not only do we offer technical training,
but we help our students navigate the certification
processes. We also offer career counselling to help

students find jobs and connect them with employers across
the territory – we’ve got a lot to offer.”
“We are friendly and welcoming. Really, we just want to see
our students succeed,” added Anderson.
PHOTO CAPTIONS:
LEFT: Yukon College became Yukon University in May 2020,
the first Canadian university north of 60. Photo: Archbould Photography
TOP RIGHT: Michael McLachlan collecting a water sample at a
City of Whitehorse facility. Photo: Fritz Mueller Visuals
BOTTOM RIGHT: Small class sizes allow YWWOP students to ask
questions and exchange knowledge with their instructors and peers.
Photo: Fritz Mueller Visuals

Find out more at www.yukonU.ca/ywwop

500 University Drive, PO Box 2799, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 5K4 Canada
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IN THE DARK: HOW PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE
RESPONDED TO A CITY-WIDE POWER OUTAGE
Karly Friesen, Director of Utilities, Cit y of Portage la Prairie

Portage la Prairie is a small city in southcentral Manitoba with a population of
approximately 14,000 residents. It is
considered the agri-food-processing
centre of Manitoba. With a heavy
industrial base, as well as an expansive
regional water system, an average of
20ML of potable water is produced daily,
and 16ML of wastewater is treated.
On Thursday, October 10, 2019, a
winter storm warning was issued that
called for high winds (80-100 km/hr) with
snow up to 50cm. Although early in the
season, snow events are not atypical
for the region, so no alarm or concern
was raised. Snow began to fall early
Friday morning and by mid-morning,
highways around the City were closed.
Snow continued throughout the day
and well into the night. The heavy, wet

snow weighed down tree branches,
causing them to break off. The snow
also accumulated on power lines and
towers, which pulled down branches
and crumpled transmission lines. As it
turned out, this event proved to be rather
extreme, with many characterizing it as
an example of climate change.
At 6:30 p.m. Friday evening, large
sections of the City started losing
power, including the lift stations
which service those areas. By 7:30 a.m.
Saturday morning, 14 of 15 lift stations
were without power, as well as the
water treatment plant, reservoir, and
wastewater plant. The last lift station
lost power just after 8:30 a.m. This was
the last area of the City with power. The
cause was that the two main transmission
lines and four other major power lines
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feeding into the City collapsed,
rendering the entire City and Rural
Municipality of Portage la Prairie
completely without power.
The City was using all available
standby pumps, generators, and septic
haulers to keep the water flowing.
As most equipment had been in use
throughout the night, fuel levels were
becoming a concern. And with no
power, it was near impossible to access
fuel needed for all this equipment.
As well, with so many downed trees
and power lines, many roads were
impassable and access to City
infrastructure proved difficult. Calls
for additional resources and private
equipment were made; however, most
were in use, or could not be accessed
due to snow, or because the highways

CLIMATE
CHANGE
were closed so no traffic could come in
from other areas.
A bad situation was made worse when
the main municipal pipe, which runs from
the headworks of the wastewater plant
to the secondary system, gave out and
a large hole opened in the parking lot
where the septic trucks were running
through. Flow was quickly rerouted to
the pre-treatment system, which then
uses a different pipe to send water to
the secondary system. With no flow
going through the municipal line, it was
barricaded off to be addressed later.
By Saturday, there was a steady
rotation of septic trucks being directed
from one station to the next. The water
plant held steady with one distribution
pump and the wastewater plant was
able to hold flow to prevent untreated
wastewater from being discharged. A
generator was connected to the City fuel
pumps and a fuel-hauling truck was made
available by midday. This truck broke
down, however, after the first round of
fuelling. It became very apparent that
power would be out for an extended
period. The Emergency Operations
Centre (EOC) was opened by 2:30 p.m.
on Saturday.
Throughout the day, we were able
to secure two additional pumps and a
400kW generator – all of which were
placed in service by 7:00 p.m. All of the
stations required staff, either to monitor
pumps and generators, or to direct traffic
and keep the area secured. Any City staff
who was available was called in so we
could send home those who had been
out all night so they could get some sleep
(although most only went home for a few
hours and then returned). In addition to
the utility staff, we called in anyone who
was available, including seasonal workers,
lab tech, parks, and cemetery crews.
Transportation staff were busy clearing
trees and snow to get roadways and
access to Manitoba Hydro infrastructure
opened up. Social media notifications
were posted regularly to advise residents
to reduce water consumption and
flushing to assist in our efforts.
On Sunday, October 13, we started
to see the light at the end of the tunnel.
Power was slowly being restored around
the City, specifically at the east end of the
City where most hotels, restaurants and

“THERE WERE

SEVERAL CHALLENGES
OR LESSONS LEARNED
THE HARD WAY THROUGH
THIS EVENT.”

other services are located. Water usage
immediately started going up as people
set out to warm up, charge phones and
get food. Unfortunately, Manitoba Hydro
was not aware that our lift stations, which
service these areas were still without
power. We used our contact with the
Provincial Emergency Response to work
with Manitoba Hydro to identify where
our infrastructure was. This became
their priority, and residential/commercial
areas were not powered up until
confirmation that the relevant lift station
was working. The treatment plants were
not listed as highest priority as both
facilities were still operating without
concern under generator power. Pumps,
generators, and septic trucks were
rerouted around the City as power
came on.
It was thought that Monday would be
an easier day, however, the wastewater
levels in areas of the City continued
to rise. With power on in most areas,
rise in sewer wastewater levels did not
make sense. After some investigation,
it was determined that when flow was
rerouted to the pre-treatment system
to avoid the municipal line break, one
of the valves had not been opened. In
fact, all of the pumped flow was not
going anywhere, but was backing up

through the collection system since Saturday
morning. A few turns of the valve and water
levels immediately began dropping. Several
factors contributed to this error. First, the
pre-treatment system was newly constructed,
including new connections and valves. The final
record drawings were not yet available. Second,
with no power to the pre-treatment system,
there were no flow meters to read and confirm
water was flowing to that area. By Monday
evening, power had been restored to all areas,
including the treatment plants and over the
next few days, the municipal pipe was patched
and placed back into service.
Areas of the City were without power
for up to 80 hours and full blackout for over
24 hours. Through the valiant efforts of the
City Operations team, there was no disruption
to the water supply and the wastewater
treatment plant was able to retain 4.5ML
of wastewater and did not discharge any
untreated water, and minimal sewer backups
were reported by residents. The water flow was
maintained using three pumps, five generators,
six septage hauling companies, as well as over
1,300 staff hours.
The City submitted an insurance claim for just
over $50,000 in damages, mostly from flooded
equipment or power surges. This did not
include staff time, vacuum truck, or equipment
rental. That was submitted as a DFA (provincial
Disaster Financial Assistance program) claim.
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working order. Expand the resource
area to include places that will not need
the same equipment at the same time;
• Fuel source: Identify suppliers, access
and delivery plans;
• Communication: How far do radios
work? If relying on cell phones,
what if towers are down? Can VOIP
(voice over internet phones) operate
without power?
• Back-up equipment: Take inventory
of municipal and private equipment
• Emergency Operations Centre:
that could be accessed. Keep in
Although a great resource, make sure
your department can be self-sufficient,
especially where your emergency isn’t
big enough for an EOC;
•
Timing: By the time EOC was
K. Brent Pooles, B.A., C.I.M.
established, the worst part was over;
bpooles@groupwd.com
Jeffrey K. Warren
1036 Waverley Street
Phone: 204-896-1333
• Training/staff turnover: In our
jkwarren@groupwd.com
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P3
www.groupwd.com
situation, staff was unfamiliar with what
resources could have been accessed;
• Paper copies: In a world that is going
paperless, keep current drawings,
composite water & sewer prodcts:
standard operating procedures,
Emergency Response Plan, etc., in
Our lineup of composite water & sewer products:
Representing
the
PI Valve Boxes
Robar 1696-2B
hard copy on site.
following
composite water & sewer prodcts:
New Robar all
stainless
steel two bolt
PI Valve
Boxes
WD82 PI - MWSB
Approved
• Other handy tools: Items such as
quality
products:
WD82
PI - MWSB
Approved Robar
WD46
PI - City
of Winnipeg
Approved
multi-range
coupling:
back-up/portable lighting, extra
PI
Valve
Boxes
1696-2B
WD46
PI
City
of
Winnipeg
Approved
barricades, fuel containers are
Type
A
PI
City
of
Regina
Approved
New
Robar
all
stainless
steel
two
bolt
WD82 PI - MWSB
Approved
Type
A PI - City of Regina Approved
inexpensive and all very useful;
Type
C
PI
City
of
Saskatoon
Approved
- Non-Corroding
WD46 PI - CityType
of Winnipeg
Approved
C PI - City
of Saskatoon Approved
multi-range
coupling:
• Debrief: Conduct a debrief within a
Type A PI - City of Regina Approved
- Large OD Range
few days of an event with everyone
LIGHTER,
NON-CORRODING!
STRONG
& NON-CORRODING!
Type C PI -STONG
CityLIGHTER,
of&Saskatoon
Approved
Easy Installation
involved. Take notes on the sequence of
- Non-Corroding
events, damages, items to be replaced,
- Large OD Range
WD50SC Composite Manhole Cover
LIGHTER, STONG & NON-CORRODING!
what would have been helpful, and just
FitsWD50SC
City of Winnipeg
WD50F
- Easy Installation
Manhole
CoverFrames
as importantly, what worked well. At
- < 40 Lbs.
the time, it seemed like a waste of time,
Fits City of Winnipeg WD50F Frames
- Non-corrosive
it was surprising how quickly
- Non-conductive
-WD50SC
< 40 Lbs. Manhole Cover
Representing the following qualityhowever,
products:
details
were
forgotten and how many
- Lockable
&
Sealable
-Fits
Non-corrosive
City of Winnipeg WD50F Frames
times
we
looked
back on our notes.
Service Boxes
- Non-conductive

Industrial Group

The Strength of Many. The Power of One.

The Strength of Many.
The Power of One.

- < 40 Lbs.
the following quality products:
lighter,
-- Lockable
& Sealable Full product line of Representing
Non-corrosive
Through the four-day event, we received
non-corroding service boxes for
- Non-conductive
lots of support from local contractors and
Manitoba & Saskatchewan
& MORE!
Boxes
- LockableService
& Sealable
suppliers. The residents and industrial

Robar 1696-2B
Full product line of lighter, -Non-Corroding
New RobarService
all stainless
steel boxes -Large OD Range
Boxes
non-corroding
service
two bolt multi-range
coupling:
for Manitoba & Saskatchewan-Easy Installation

CA

LIGHTER, STONG & NON-CORRODING!
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- Large OD Range
- Easy Installation

Y

customers were extremely understanding
and co-operative with reducing water
usage. With all of the challenges that
Full product line of lighter,
surfaced throughout this event, we still
non-corroding service boxes
considered the outcome a success. This
Contact&our
Sales Team:
for Manitoba
Saskatchewan
would
have been possible without
K. Brent Pooles,
B.A.,not
C.I.M.
1036 Waverley Street
bpooles@groupwd.com
the
dedication
and perseverance of the
U
Kurt
Chekosky,
P.Eng.
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P3O DL
composite water & sewer prodcts:
Jeffrey K.
Warren
R
staff
in
the
Operations
department.
kchekosky@groupwd.com
Phone: 204-896-1333
K. Brent
Pooles, B.A., C.I.M.
jkwarren@groupwd.com
When their own homes and families
1036
Waverley
Street
Fax:
204-896-6969
PI Valve
Boxes
Robar 1696-2B
Arleigh Mouck
bpooles@groupwd.com
Korosh Najar, P.Eng.
Kurt
Chekosky, P.Eng.
were
without power, they showed up –
Winnipeg,
MB R3T 0P3
www.groupwd.com
amouck@groupwd.com
Jeffrey
K.
Warren
knajar@groupwd.com
kchekosky@groupwd.com
New
Robar
all
stainless
steel
two
bolt
WD82John
PI - MWSB
Approved
Phone:
204-896-1333
and
stayed
up – and showed up again,
Aguirre
Quyen Truong
N A D I jkwarren@groupwd.com
Fax:
204-896-6969
WD46
PI
City
of
Winnipeg
Approved
multi-range
coupling:
to
ensure
the
water kept flowing. So,
Kurt
Chekosky,
P.Eng.
jaguirre@groupwd.com qtruong@groupwd.com
www.groupwd.com
Type A PI - City of Regina Approved
thank you to each and every person who
kchekosky@groupwd.com
Type C PI - City of Saskatoon Approved
showed up for our City!
- Non-Corroding

N

neup of

with Manitoba Hydro to provide the
locations of all critical infrastructure and
priority areas, should there be a power
outage again.
There were several challenges or
lessons learned the hard way through this
event. My hope is that readers will review
these and check their own departments:
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The Strength of Many.
TheThe
Power
of One.
Strength
of Many.
The Power of One.
Since the event, several upgrades have
been implemented. Two additional
portable pumps and one additional
generator were purchased. Staff have
received training in emergency measures
operations, and developed emergency
kits, which include bed, blanket and
non-perishable food. The list of available
equipment around the region has been
extended and a list of municipalities willing
to share resources is being developed for
the province. The City has also worked
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NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT FOR CLIMATE CHANGE
RISK ASSESSMENT IN CANADA’S WATER SECTOR
Zilefac Elvis Asong and Jeremy Fyke, Associated Environmental

Climate change presents substantial
uncertainty to the Western Canadian
water sector. Risk related to this
uncertainty has grown as the 21st
century progresses, along with the
recognition that this risk must be
factored into the design, construction,
location and operation of key water
sector infrastructure and water resource
planning. But how do water resources
professionals plan for uncertain climate
change magnitudes and timelines? This
challenging question often leads to the
adoption of a “wait-and-see” holding
pattern, in hopes that climate science
can be improved and the uncertainties
narrowed before decision-making
becomes urgent. Postponing an honest
assessment of climate change risks,
and assuming a “business-as-usual”
approach to water resources planning
and management is, however, a risky
proposition. Since it is certain that the
global climate is changing, planning
that assumes a constant climate into
the future is, unfortunately, ﬂawed.
Additionally, uncertainties affecting
the local conditions that matter most
to the water sector are not likely to be
greatly reduced – at least not during
the design life of typical water sector
investments – by further scientiﬁc study
of global climatic processes. Indeed, a
fraction of this uncertainty stems from
natural climate variability or “noise” that
no amount of study will constrain. In
short, there is no time like the present to
begin factoring climate change into the
Western Canadian water sector’s decision
making, even considering uncertainty in
the magnitude of future change.
Growing awareness of climate change
impacts and risks to Western Canadian
water infrastructure parallels growing
pressure from federal agencies (e.g.,
Infrastructure Canada), public financial

institutions, commercial banks, and
private sector insurers to ensure
that developers of physical assets
and infrastructure are adequately
integrating climate resilience into
planning and projects. To this end,
governments and development
agencies have invested considerable
efforts into developing methodologies
and tools to screen their projects
for climate change risks. These
approaches are linked by a common
theme of risk assessment, and are
being rapidly adopted into operational
water resource planning. This article
summarizes approaches which can
be adopted by water management
practitioners for incorporating climate
change risks into the water sector.
INTEGRATING RISKS OF CLIMATE
CHANGE INTO WATER PLANNING
AND MANAGEMENT
Several approaches exist for
mainstreaming climate change
considerations into water sector
decision making. These approaches,
on one hand, reduce risks posed by
climate change, and on the other,
identify opportunities that climate
change may provide. Full consideration
of climate change in the context of
water infrastructure would typically
combine an assessment of climate
change risks/opportunities (leading
to potential “climate adaptation”
options), with the assessmentof project
greenhouse gas emissions (leading to
potential greenhouse gas reduction
“climate mitigation” options). The
focus of this article is on the former,
which, if carried out carefully, can
guide water resource infrastructure
design to a resilient, climate-changedriven evolution of existing, new, and
interdependent risks.

INCORPORATING CLIMATE CHANGE
CONSIDERATIONS INTO WATER
RESOURCE PROJECTS
Risks of climate change to water sector
investments are identified through
climate change vulnerability and risk
assessments (CCVRAs). Two main
approaches are applied when conducting
water sector CCVRAs: climate-scenariodriven impact assessment approaches,
often referred to as “top-down” or
“predict-then-act”, and vulnerabilityoriented approaches, often called
“bottom-up” approaches. Top-down
methods focus firstly on future climate
data from global climate models. This
information is fed into impact models
(e.g., hydrologic and water management
models to estimate potential impacts), or
mapped against the locations of project
options (or existing assets) to determine
vulnerability, risks, and potential
adaptation measures.
Conversely, bottom-up approaches
focus primarily on finding adaptation
options. These options reduce water
system vulnerability to climate conditions,
and also recognize major non-climatic
impacts on these systems, including
water management policies, stakeholder
constraints, and environmental
regulations. This approach targets critical
existing vulnerabilities and tipping points
in the system, including other factors
that influence system performance, to
ensure that climate risks are not assessed
in isolation. Robust adaptation measures
are then identified in order to reduce
vulnerability under current climate
conditions, while also being acceptable
technically, financially, economically,
socially, and environmentally.
If the lifetime of the project spans
several decades (e.g., water and
wastewater treatment plants, stormwater
management systems, and urban water
Summer 2020
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Figure 1: Flowchart showing when to use impact-driven or vulnerability-driven
approaches to climate and risk assessments.

supply systems), climate models can
be used to establish upper and
lower bounds for climate change
sensitivity testing of vulnerability-driven
bottom-up adaptation scenarios. This
“hybrid” approach aims to identify
adaptation
steps
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now and also into the future. An example
of a robust “hybrid” tool for climate risk
assessment of water sector infrastructure
is the Public Infrastructure Engineering
Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC) Engineering
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WHICH CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT
APPROACH IS MOST MEANINGFUL TO
YOUR PROJECT?
Water sector projects are often
technically challenging and undertaken
against a complex landscape of
user needs and priorities. Project
specifics should, first and foremost,
dictate an appropriate CCVRA approach
(Figure 1). The expertise required
to select and undertake a suitable
CCVRA method is multidisciplinary and
organizing an appropriate CCRVA team
can be a challenging aspect of watersector-based climate adaptation. The
method that the team applies must be
scientifically sound, economically viable,
and socially beneficial. It should also
use risk management methods (e.g., the
internationally recognized ISO 31000)
as an underlying principle, which can
be applied to manage the uncertainty
inherent in future climate projections.
Finally, the method applied should
recognize that impact (top-down) and
vulnerability (bottom-up) assessments
are complementary processes, which
can be successfully combined into
hybrid approaches to highlight the
potential range of impactful future
changes, consider project component
vulnerabilities to existing pressures,
and identify critical climate change
risk thresholds.
The extent to which climate change
projections are used to inform water
sector project designs depends on the
vulnerability of the design to climate
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conditions, and on the quality of
future projections of these conditions.
Sometimes, the nature and magnitude
of projected climate change conditions
are relatively well understood. Consider
a city that intends to design a wastewater
outfall into the ocean. Climate
projections indicate that the sea level
will almost certainly increase – although
the local rate of increase may not be
known with high confidence. In this case,
applying the higher end of the range of
projected sea level rise over the project
lifetime is arguably appropriate, unless
there are significant incremental costs or
performance issues involved in so doing.
In contrast, complex projects, such
as the design of water treatment plants,
involve aspects of water supply and
demand modelling, calculation of water
quality treatment needs, and assessment
of vulnerability to weather and climate
extremes. Consideration of climate
change impacts to each of these factors
involves substantial uncertainty in
future conditions. In such cases, strong
assumptions about future values of these
variables may lead to improper design,
water treatment plant underperformance,
and possibly maladaptation to future
change. Under these circumstances,
a bottom-up approach, which relies
less on quantitative future climate
projection information, could prove
more appropriate. In some cases, climate
change uncertainty may be so great that
responding to it seems impossible. In this
case, scenario planning (a widely used
technique that embraces uncertainty
rather than trying to reduce it) can be
adopted to account for the full range
of possible futures that may unfold.
Futures may be near-term and simple
(e.g., what if the highest projected
annual temperature occurs in spring?),
or they may be long-term and complex,
addressing the interactions of highly
uncertain drivers (e.g., what if over the
next 70 years, a community consistently
gets the highest projected precipitation
and the budget for water and wastewater
plants is cut in half?).
Combining top-down (impact-driven)
and bottom-up (vulnerability-driven)

climate risk assessments is suitable for
many water sector projects, many of
which already require an integrated
management framework. Initial project
scoping can identify the climatic and
hydrological conditions of interest to
project designers. These are typically
the conditions that guide engineering
design (e.g., mean and variability of
annual river discharge), as well as
conditions associated with hazards to
the project (e.g., peak flood discharge).
The impact assessment will involve
developing plausible assumptions
about the behaviour of these variables
of interest over the project’s future
life span. This can involve analysis
of observed weather and climate
conditions, climate model projections,
or conditions that are already
experienced at other sites (so-called
analog locations). Key to this information
gathering is the interpretation of
changes in primary meteorological
variables with respect to the more
complex – but often more designrelevant – hydrologic phenomena such
as floods, drought, and water quality.
The CCVRA will then work to
establish causal relationships between
anticipated impacts of climate change
and the performance and integrity
of each element of the project.
An important outcome is a clear
understanding of whether climate
change will cause key physical and
economic risk thresholds related to

performance, structural integrity, and
life safety, to be surpassed. At the
most comprehensive end of the CCVRA
spectrum, detailed impact modelling
may be required to identify interactions
and interdependencies between
project components and climate
variables to understand the potential
for interacting and cascading impacts
and related risks. Conversely, much
simpler qualitative assessments can still
provide substantial benefits in terms
of risk identification and prioritization,
especially when impact modelling and
full quantitative risk assessments are
prohibitively expensive.
Climate change uncertainty is no
reason for inaction or delaying CCVRA
activities. Indeed, CCVRAs undertaken
across numerous water investment
projects have demonstrated that such
assessments can:
• Be undertaken within a reasonable
timeframe and with limited resources;
• Provide excellent understanding of
how water resources projects can
be affected by ongoing and future
climate change;
• Point to a wide selection of “climateproofing” adaptation measures;
• Increase climate resilience of an
investment project, often without
requiring fundamental changes to
project design; and
• Potentially not require
large incremental costs to
project investment.
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS FORT MCMURRAY – THE
RESPONSE TO MASSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGE
St ephan Weninger, St ant ec

In May 2016, a wildfire swept into
Fort McMurray, Alberta, destroying
2,000 homes and prompting the largest
fire evacuation in Canadian history.
Despite the destruction, nobody died.
The community of 88,000 remained
evacuated for a month, during which
time, melted service connections flooded
the basements of burnt-out homes and
filled the sewers. The Fort McMurray
Wastewater Treatment Plant’s (WWTP)
biological treatment system failed, smoke
damaged filters on electrical equipment
in lift stations, and ash, gravel and debris
from the fire threatened to plug the
wastewater and storm sewers, along
with many other impacts to public works
infrastructure. The assessment, repair
and return to service of the community’s
infrastructure required a herculean effort
by operations, emergency management,
construction, and engineering personnel
under very trying conditions.
Stantec was engaged by the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo to aid
in the recovery of the Wastewater
and Stormwater Infrastructure, including
the WWTPs at Fort McMurray and
Anzac, lift stations, sewers and catch
basins throughout the Fort McMurray
Urban Service Area and in a few other
key locations.
THE FORT MCMURRAY WWTP
Normal inflow and infiltration, plus
damaged water service lines in the
burned areas, allowed water to flow freely
into the collection system. Whereas
average daily flow was approximately
25 ML/d the flow only dropped to
approximately 15 ML/d, even though
the community was empty except for
firefighters, emergency responders, and
a few critical support personnel. Making
matters worse, that 15 ML/d was clear
water. In fact, it was so clear that the
Summer 2020
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influent to the WWTP met the plant’s
effluent discharge approval limits.
That’s because a lot of burned
houses had water flowing unimpeded
into their basements and then right
into the sanitary sewer. Operators
couldn’t isolate household water
services and distribution lines to shut
them off because their as-built plans
and GIS mapping were inaccurate.
This high flow of clear water, combined
with a lack of normal nutrient loading
into the plant was devastating to the
biomass. Though the plant’s final
effluent continued to meet its approval
requirements, the biomass in the
plant was dying off quickly. As we
approached the re-entry period for
the community, we had to prepare for
all residents returning to their homes
over the course of four days, and it was
critical that the plant be able to handle
this rapid uptick in wastewater loading
without going out of compliance.
Though the plant biomass wasn’t fed
for a month, the WWTP never exceeded
its licensed effluent quality parameters
for BOD, TSS and ammonia. In the first
few weeks after the fire, WWTP influent
itself was compliant with the effluent
quality limits (which was a function of
the high inflow of clear water). However,
the expectation of 88,000 people
returning to their homes over a four-day
period left no one involved in the plant
operations, neither consultants nor
regulators, under the illusion that a
return to normal operations would be
easy. To kickstart the recovery process,

thickened waste-activated sludge was
imported on two occasions from another
biological nutrient removal WWTP, at Red
Deer, Alberta, within a seven-hour drive
of the facility.
The first delivery was completed a
week before repopulation to re-establish

biological activity and confirm the plan’s
effectiveness. The second delivery stage
was the day before the first wave of
residents were allowed home to boost
biological activity again just in time for a
restart of wastewater loading. Through
all the process challenges encountered
by the plant, including the evacuation,
the heavy inflows, and the repopulation,
the facility remained in compliance with
its approval.
LIFT STATIONS AND OTHER FACILITIES
We completed inspections and
coordinated repairs of 13 lift stations
and two wastewater treatment plants,
mainly in Fort McMurray, and in the
process of system recovery, made a few
observations that should generally be
considered when planning for the future.
First, where diesel generators were
used to back up lift stations, those lift
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stations remained in operation. However,
the natural gas generators went down
with the gas distribution system during
the fire. As such, it is preferable to not
back up a utility (such as electricity), with
another utility (such as natural gas).
Second, at some facilities, the trees
were built up really close to the facility,
and the flames had no trouble leaping
over onto the roof. We were lucky the
damage wasn’t much worse.
SEWER AND CATCH BASIN CLEANUP
A lot of the homes burnt in the fire were
built during the asbestos insulation and
shingles period. So, we had this situation
where we’d also get periods of rain,
which were good for fighting the fire, but
bad for the cleanup. This was because of
the potential to wash debris, including
potentially toxic materials, into the storm
and sanitary sewers through catch basins
and burnt-out homes, risking sewer
backups, flooding of homes that weren’t
burned, and contaminating the creeks
and rivers.
In response, we organized programs
to protect the catch basins and clean up
after each rainfall so that the water
could still drain. We cut off the services
of burnt-out homes, except in areas
where we could just plug upstream limits
of the sewer systems. These activities
lasted long after the residents returned to
their homes.
HYDROVAC WASTE DISPOSAL
With the cleanup of the sanitary and
storm sewers to protect the wastewater
plant and the waterways, waste was
being generated that wasn’t suitable
for disposal at the landfill because of
the asbestos content. As such, the only
open facility with suitable space for
acceptance of the waste was the Fort
McMurray WWTP.
Before the Biological Nutrient Removal
facility was built approximately 10 years
ago, the community was served with an
aerated lagoon system. Some of the cells
of that former lagoon were reused in the
current treatment process, mostly for
processing of septage or raw wastewater
from large work camps outside of Fort

McMurray, and processing of up to
100 truckloads of hydrovac waste
generated in the region daily. As
space had to be allocated for both
regular hydrovac waste disposal and
contaminated waste at the same time,
and because we were anticipating an
increase in the delivery of hydrovac waste
to result from reconstruction, a major site
regrading effort over a 20-hectare area
was undertaken to ensure dedicated
disposal areas for each type of waste.
While a dedicated holding pit
was established for stockpiling of
contaminated waste, the regular
hydrovac waste area was expanded and
reconfigured to increase processing
and storage capacity. The access road
separating the primary and secondary
waste dewatering areas was widened and
lengthened to allow for greater access
to each site, while accumulated
dewatered waste on site was excavated
and stockpiled away from the hauler

access road. This grading operation was
fast-tracked from concept to completion
with all design being undertaken on a
field-fit basis, and construction being
completed within five days despite
involving tens of thousands of cubic
metres of earth moving and fine grading.
While onsite response and recovery
services lasted a month, there
were long-term impacts in how the
municipality manages its infrastructure,
from mapping of household service
lines, to handling of hazardous and
hydrovac wastes. Meanwhile, the project
efforts were recognized both locally
and nationally with awards of excellence
at both the Consulting Engineers of
Alberta Awards and the Canadian
Consulting Engineers Awards in 2017.
The lessons learned will provide value
to other municipalities as they plan
their response to emergency situations
that will become more prevalent as the
climate changes.
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CITY OF SASKATOON TAKES ON CLIMATE CRISIS
WITH ITS CORPORATE ADAPTATION STRATEGY
Amber Weckworth

In response to the global climate crisis,
cities across Canada and around the
world are planning for its projected
impacts, and are looking for ways
to reduce emissions. Since 80% of
Canadians live in cities, municipalities are
a key player in climate action. The City
of Saskatoon has made a commitment
through the Global Covenant of Mayors
to take action on both the causes and
effects of climate change by reducing
emissions and building resiliency plans
for our infrastructure and services.
As we see the impacts of another
global crisis in the COVID-19 pandemic
firsthand, this reminds us that we must
plan for the risks that climate change
brings to our city. Failure to consider a
range of changing climate conditions for
long-term urban development, design,
and strategic planning could result in
asset damage, unexpected expenses,
societal and economic suffering, and
missed opportunities.
Saskatoon, like everywhere, can expect
many changes to the weather in the
future; essentially it will become warmer,
wetter, and wilder. The average
temperature is expected to increase,
which means we will have many more
extremely hot days (six-fold increase of
30°C days) and less extremely cold days
(a nine-fold decrease in -30°C days). At
the same time, more overall precipitation
is expected, but not necessarily when we
need it, shifting to a June peak from our
current July peak.
Since temperatures will be warmer,
more freezing rain and sleet is expected
with less snow in the winter, and not

enough rain when we need it during peak
summer temperatures. When we do get
rain, it will likely be through storm events,
which are expected to be more frequent
and more extreme. These changing
conditions are projected to result in more
drought, larger pest populations, and
increased bush and grass fires. This can
also lead to public health concerns such
as breathing difficulties, heart conditions,
and increased heat-related and vectorborne illnesses. Further, our river may
be impacted as less snow-melt will be
feeding the Saskatchewan River Basin.
Storms and freezing rain mean that our
infrastructure has to provide additional
services, even as it ages.
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The City has developed two strategies,
which form our Climate Action Plan. The
Low Emissions Community Plan lays out
a 30-year road map with the mitigation
actions required to reduce emissions
by 80% by 2050; this includes reducing
consumption of resources, improving
our city services, buildings and homes,
and facilitating the switch to renewable
energy sources. Local Actions is the City’s
Corporate Climate Adaptation Strategy
which outlines the things the City of
Saskatoon can do to limit disruptions
and negative impacts on civic staff,
services, and assets. Figure 1 presents
the connections between identified
local climate change impacts and
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the Actions in our Corporate Climate
Adaptation Strategy.
The City has completed a Risk Analysis
of anticipated warmer, wetter, and wilder
conditions on civic operations. A total of
47 risks were identified with the highest
risks being on our water and power
systems caused by increased demand,
as well as stress on our plants and urban
forest including heat stress, overall health
decline, and reduced winter survival.
The full Ranked Risk Analysis is available
in the Corporate Climate Adaptation
Strategy, Local Actions (Part 2) available
on Saskatoon.ca/Climate.
In order to effectively adapt to a
changing climate, we need to first
consider climate resilience when making
decisions. The City has recently passed
a Triple Bottom Line Policy, where
environmental health and integrity, social
equity and cultural wellbeing, economic
prosperity and fiscal responsibility, as
well as good governance all need to be
carefully considered when evaluating
policy options for programs and projects,
not just the financial bottom line. The
desired outcome is more balanced
decisions, which include a project
resilience to a changing climate.
Resilience is the capacity of individuals,
communities, institutions, businesses, and
systems to survive, adapt, and thrive, no
matter what kinds of chronic stresses and
acute shocks they experience.
Asset Management is widely
recognized as an efficient method of
responding to and preparing for climate
change. We can start integrating climate
risk considerations and resiliency into our
new and upgraded corporate assets
and update our standards to consider
climate projections. The City is in the
process of implementing a Corporate
Asset Management System including
a Council-approved policy, an Asset
Management strategy, and Asset
Management Plans. This integrated
approach expects all City departments
to plan for and maintain new and existing
assets such as natural ecosystems (like
wetlands and aquifers), the constructed
environment (like roads, buildings and
playgrounds), and equipment.
Changing climate conditions impact
outdoor staff, residents, the environment,
and ecosystems in Saskatoon. The City’s

services make Saskatoon a great place
to live, work, and play. The importance
of putting people first to ensure staff
can stay safe while still providing
services to Saskatoon residents has
been demonstrated already during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The City will use
this example, as well as the projected
climate impacts, to understand how to
improve resiliency and safety for staff

and delivery of services now and in
the future.
The City hopes that by showing
leadership on adapting to climate change
regarding civic decisions, staff, services, and
assets, this can pave the way for Saskatoon
residents, businesses, and organization as they
also anticipate a changing climate. The next
step will be a climate adaptation strategy
for the entire community.
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ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCY IN
‘THE PLACE THAT NEVER MELTS’
Ken Johnson, exp

Grise Fiord, or Aujuittuq, is Canada’s
most northern community at 76º 25’ 08”
North latitude, a mere 1,500 kilometres
from the North Pole. Aujuittuq must be
differentiated from the weather stations
further north, such as Eureka and Alert,
because it is the permanent home of
130 Canadians. Community infrastructure
is tough to maintain at this latitude,
and it was made tougher over the past
decade with water resupply challenges.
This challenge was presented in the 2008
edition of the North Territories Water
and Waste Association Journal after an
event in the spring, when residents of the
community were forced to use icebergs
as their potable water supply in order to
manage a severe water shortage.
The residents of Aujuittuq have a
history of adaptation and resiliency,
quite apart from their water supply
problems. The creation of Aujuittuq was
a social experiment by the Government
of Canada carried out on a handful of illprepared families from northern Quebec
in the 1950s. Most of the relocated
Inuit had never experienced 24-hour
darkness, neither had they seen a muskox
before, and their first few years in their
new home were extremely difficult.
Some families eventually returned to
Northern Quebec, but others made a life
in Aujuittuq despite being tethered to
the air-supplied government assistance
common to almost any remote fly-in
community. Those who stayed adapted
to a new climate and have demonstrated
resiliency, before these terms became
common in the vocabulary associated
with the Arctic.
‘BLOODSTREAM OF THE BIOSPHERE’
Aujuittuq is finding out firsthand
that water, which is described as the
“bloodstream of the biosphere”, and a
critical factor in the future feasibility of a

Breaking off blocks of ice from iceberg near Aujuittuq.

Hauling ice blocks to a community 6 kilometres away from Aujuittuq.

community, is one of the most significant
aspects of climate change in the Arctic.
Aujuittuq must replenish its water
supply during a brief three-week window
in the summer when there is enough
glacier melt to fill several large tanks
with enough capacity to supply the
community for 12 months. The tanks
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must then be heated, at considerable
expense, for almost 12 months.
Coupled with a population base that
is too small to absorb the same base
infrastructure costs borne by other
communities, Aujuittuq has some of the
highest water costs in Canada with a
rate approaching five cents per litre.
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By comparison, the cost of water in
Ottawa is approximately one-tenth of a
cent per litre, making water in Aujuittuq
about 50 times more expensive than it is
in Ottawa.
Water shortages have occurred before.
In 1997, the hamlet placed residents on
half-rations of water in a bid to stretch
dwindling supplies into midsummer.
Conservation efforts began in April when
it became clear that the community’s
multimillion-litre reservoir was being
depleted faster than usual. The second
tank stood empty because the river had
frozen, at the end of the summer in 1996,
before it could be filled.
Up until the late 1970s, icebergs were
the community’s sole water supply
from late September until the end of
June. At a community meeting in 1975,
an engineering consultant asked the
community council what water supply
improvements they would like to see.
The council replied that they would like
more “water supply” tools like the one
they had found in the school.
This tool was ideal for harvesting
chunks of ice from icebergs.
Unfortunately, the tool they found in
the school had been lost, and they
didn’t know the name of it. After much
discussion, it was determined that the
tool was a fire axe, and in the end, the
consultant sent them two fire axes.

Breaking up ice blocks by hand to place in the Aujuittuq water tank.

at the time this emergency “fix” for
the water shortage problem cost
about $60,000.
The federal budget, tabled in March
2017, included $84 million over five years,
beginning in 2018, to integrate traditional
knowledge into understanding climate
change. The budget proposal committed
to investments in northern infrastructure
to improve Indigenous communities’
resilience to climate change.
The name Aujuittuq translates to
“the place that never melts”, however,
the glacier, which provides the yearly
water supply, and was visible from the

Location of Aujuittuq (Grise Fiord)

community, has disappeared from sight.
The situation for the community is worsening.
In 2017, for the first time, the community’s
water supply was brown in colour.

BACK TO BASICS
Thirty years later, the community
was once again reverting to this “old
technology” to obtain an interim potable
water supply. The community would
normally have the two huge water tanks
filled with enough glacial runoff to last
them for 12 months after the tanks were
filled in June of each year. Unfortunately,
maintenance work and a lack of enough
rain in the summer of 2007 left the tanks
under-filled.
Aujuittuq officials issued an advisory
urging resident to conserve water, while
a six-kilometre ice road was built to the
hamlet’s new water source – a massive
iceberg. Loaders were used to break
blocks from the iceberg and haul them
into the community, where four people
chipped them into smaller pieces and
put them into the tanks. It was estimated
Summer 2020
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD

WINNIPEG, MB
We regret to record the
passing of Jim Warrener
on April 27, at the age of
88. Jim graduated with a
B.Sc. in Civil Engineering
and an M.Sc. in Public
Health Engineering. In
1955, he began working for the Province
of Manitoba in the water and wastewater
field, specializing in public health and
environmental issues until retirement
in 1993. Jim joined WCW in 1955, and
was an active member of a number of
constituent organizations.
Jim was heavily involved with operator
training, acting as a facilitator of the
Manitoba water and waste school,
which provided operators with formal
education. He assisted in the transition
of the program to Red River College,
helping to develop a curriculum while
also lecturing. After his retirement,
Jim played a lead role in facilitating
the Manitoba stakeholder consultation
sessions, which led to the national
wastewater effluent strategy adopted by
Environment Canada.
Jim was President of WCW from
1975-1976. He served as the Director
for Western Canada on the Board
of the Federation of Associations on
the Canadian Environment, which
was the forerunner to the Canadian
Water and Wastewater Association from
1974-1976. From 1987-1990, he served as
the Director for Western Canada on the

Board of the Water Environment Federation,
and was the provincial government’s
representative on the Board of Manitoba
Water & Wastewater Association for many
years. He was the Editor of MWWA’s
quarterly bulletin, and served on conference
organizing committees for many years.
Jim’s substantial contributions have been
recognized on many occasions. The common
theme of these awards was to acknowledge
Jim’s “life-long dedication to the water and
wastewater industry, as well as faithful and
meritorious service to the public”. Awards he
received include:
• WCW H.C. Lindsten Award – 1979
• WEF Bedell Award – 1991
• WCW Life Member Award – 1998
• MWWA Lorne Sayer Award – 2000
• MWWA Life Membership Award – 2016
• WCW Wm McKay Life Member
Award – 2018
In 2010, MWWA created the Jim Warrener
Rookie of the Year Award to honour him
in perpetuity. As a faithful Christian, Jim
was committed to the Anglican Church,
especially his Parish of St Saviour where he
served in many capacities, and the Diocese
of Rupert’s Land, where he was Chair of
the Diocesan Property Commission. Many
in Manitoba will remember him fondly as
a gracious gentleman, committed to his
faith, family, friends and all of us in WCW.
Jim was predeceased by his beloved wife
Joan in 2013, and is survived by his son, Don,
daughter-in-law, Sarah, granddaughter,
Melissa (husband Eddie) and great-grandson,
Lucas, to whom we extend condolences.
Jim will be missed.

WINNIPEG, MB
We regret to record
the passing of Trevor
Hutchinson at the age
of 69. Trevor began his
career with the City
of Winnipeg’s Water
& Waste Department
50 years ago, until retiring from the
position of Superintendent of Water
& Wastewater Treatment. Prior to
retiring, Trevor was a member of
MWWA. He is survived by his wife,
Gisèle, daughters and their families, to
whom we extend condolences.

WINNIPEG, MB
Justin Rak-Banville
has been promoted
to the position of
manager of the Water
& Wastewater Group at
WSP’s Winnipeg office.
Registered as both a
professional engineer and chemist,
Justin has university degrees in Water
Chemistry (B.Sc.) and Environmental
Engineering (M.Sc.), as well as an MBA.
He has 13 years’ experience in the
water sector, and joined WSP nine years
ago. He has been actively involved
in studies, designs and process
optimization at several dozen treatment
plants in Manitoba and elsewhere
in Canada. Justin is an active WCW
member and Director on the Board of
WCS-AWWA.

THANK YOU

to the thousands of water professionals faithfully serving Western Canada
through this challenging period
serving Western Canada since 1994
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Tel: (403) 251-2438

ch2o@capitalh2o.com

PRODUCING A
DUCTILE IRON
PLUG VALVE
IMPROVES
THE INDUSTRY.
SERIES 4800 METAL SEATED
PLUG VALVE CONSTRUCTED
WITH SUPERIOR MATERIALS
FOR RELIABLE LOW
MAINTENANCE LONGER
LASTING SERVICE.

THIS WON’T HAPPEN
TO A J&S PLUG VALVE

ZERO-LEAKAGE
J&S precisely machines
metal seats providing
zero leakage.

The J&S Metal Seated Plug Valve, with it’s sharp, tough,
metal seat, is field adjustable & replaceable. The valve is
constructed of ductile iron, coated with a fusion bonded
epoxy, inside and out. The rotor seat is 316 Stainless Steel
and the body seat is Nitronic-60 Stainless Steel which
provides superior corrosion resistance, strength, zero
leakage, and allows for effective pigging of pipelines. J&S
are in full compliance with the
MSS-SP-156 standard for
Ductile Iron Plug Valves.
2323 1st Street Huffman, Texas 77336 | JANDSVALVE.COM
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AWWOA REPORT
AWWOA is dedicated to providing the essentials in education, networking, promotion and ongoing support that
operators need to proudly supply Alberta communities with safe drinking water and a protected environment.

Seminar Highlights
In early March, the AWWOA celebrated 45 years of the Annual Operators Seminar. Delegates were able to engage in
great workshops, technical sessions and networking opportunities. The Executive Board election moved online for the
first time and the Association saw the number of voters double from previous years. I am happy to announce that two
new board members were elected: Rick Gervais from Smoky River Regional Water Commission, and Tammy Elzinga from
Bert J. Miller, Leduc County. The photo contest was also a success with the winners announced below:
WCW Rep.

Second Place

First Place

Vegreville Water Board North
Saskatchewan River Crossing
Sumitted by Dale Lefevre,
Town of Vegreville

Wooden Stave Pipe
Submitted by Scott Baillie,
Municipality of Crowsnest Pas

Third Place

Root Monster
Submitted by WWC,
City of Red Deer

COVID-19 Updates for Operators in Alberta
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, Alberta Environment & Parks is sending regular updates to operators. These updates are being
posted on the AWWOA homepage, https://awwoa.ca. Stay tuned as more information becomes available for municipal water and
wastewater operators and facility owners.

Save
the Date

Training
For a full list
of training
opportunities,
visit the AWWOA
website: https://
awwoa.ca/training

3rd Annual Water Week Conference

Date: November 18-20, 2020
Location: DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Edmonton, AB
Stay tuned to www.awwoa.ca for more details. Registration is expected to
open in the summer.

In-Class Training
Under the current circumstances surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, the AWWOA is unable to offer
in-class training. The AWWOA anticipates in-class training will resume with our new calendar starting
in September.

Online Training Options
AWWOA has introduced an initiative to help operators obtain needed CEUs and prepare for certification
during physical distancing times. All AWWOA online training options are being offered at a 50% reduced
rate. This initiative will continue until classroom training resumes.
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MWWA REPORT
The MWWA is dedicated to protection of public health, environmental stewardship, sustainability and the advancement of
the water and wastewater profession through advocacy, education and training in the province of Manitoba.

2020 Conference
The MWWA Conference and Tradeshow, held in Brandon from February 23-26, was a record-setting event with over
400 delegates in attendance. All 90 booths in the tradeshow were sold out. Sunday included a fun evening of bowling
with some delicious snacks served. The conference started with an excellent presentation by the Water Brothers, and
a comprehensive regulatory update from the province. Delegates were able to take in several great presentations
Bill Brenner
during the conference. I would like to thank the committee, sponsors, suppliers, presenters, venue, staff, members and
MWWA Chair everyone else involved for a fantastic conference.
Elections were held at the AGM and I would like to welcome Rob Friesen to the Board. Also, welcome back Larissa
Delargo, Ryan Dyck and Darcy Dearsley. I would like to thank Allan Howe for his time and commitment to the Board. We hope to see
him return someday. Finally, my thanks to all of the operators throughout the country for their hard work and dedication. Without the
essential services you provide, the frontline workers would not be able to do their jobs.
I hope that we all can see a return to normal over the course of the next few months with summer ahead of us.

COVID-19 Updates for Operators in Manitoba
Manitoba Conservation and Climate Change has been sending regular updates to operators in Manitoba, and hopefully everyone was
able to participate in the webinar facilitated on April 17. MWWA is helping by trying to match operators that are able to help other
utilities with those that need assistance. Please contact the office if you want, or are in need of help. We will endeavour to provide as
much information to our members as it becomes available for municipal water and wastewater operators and facility owners.

Save
the
Date

Golf Tournament
Rescheduled
Date: August 28, 2020
Location: Oakwood Golf Course –
Ste. Anne, MB
Registration will open as soon as we can
confirm that the event will be permitted
under Manitoba Health rules. Stay
tuned to www.mwwa.net

In-Class Training

Training

Under the current circumstances surrounding
the COVID-19 pandemic, the MWWA is
unable to offer in-class training. We will update
members as soon as we are able to provide
in-class training again.

Online Training Options
We are currently working on a few options
to provide online training for operators. Stay
tuned for more information as the Education
and Training Committee work through it.
For a full list of training opportunities, visit the MWWA website:
https://mwwa.net/Training

Keep your covers where
they belong.
Find out how the STORMSURGE® access assembly
protects you from missing manhole covers after a
major rain event.
Learn more at ejco.com or call 800 626 4653
Made in the USA
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WCS AWWA REPORT

Challenging times call
for perseverance
Joe Zimmer, WCS AWWA Chair

T

he world is hardly recognizable since I wrote my
last update. It seems like years ago rather than
mere months.
Many of you are working from home, or have had
other modifications to your work arrangements. If you are
among the few who have not been impacted in a big way in your
work life, you certainly have not escaped it in your personal life.
As maintaining water and wastewater services are essential, we
must not forget the importance of good decision making and
maintaining good health for ourselves, our co-workers, and
our families. We have seen challenging times before, never to
this scale, but as a community of water professionals, we will
persevere because so many count on us.
STRATEGIC PLANNING SESSION
The Western Canada Section of AWWA convened a strategic
planning session from February 13-14 in Canmore. The two-day
facilitated workshop ended with a draft strategic plan for
the years 2020 to 2022. As a group of board and committee
members, we left the meeting feeling satisfied with our work.
COVID-19 was discussed during the strategic planning
session, but was not one of the topics that dominated the plan
for the next three years. As the world adapts to the current
situation, so too will the Western Canada Section of AWWA.
Our recent spring meeting was a prime example as it was
held over two days via online web conferencing instead of the
traditional in-person meetings. The agenda included regular
business items and items related to COVID-19. The section
began adapting the two-month-old strategic plan to address
the ever-changing situation and needs of our members.
Meetings that are more frequent are planned for the coming
year to help us remain flexible and adaptable in addressing the
needs of the membership in new and meaningful ways.

Jeff O’Driscoll, the Canadian Affairs Committee representative, outlines
his working groups’ vision of strategic objectives.

Some of the attendees of the spring 2020 meeting, held via
web conference.

Dedicated to excellence
in water resources and
municipal engineering.
kgsgroup.com
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BIDDING ADIEU
Paul Wobma’s term as the AWWA Director will end this
summer. Paul has spent many years supporting AWWA and his
contributions will not soon be forgotten. Paul has been a great
mentor on the board to many, including me. Thank you, Paul.
Jeff O’Driscoll will take over as the Western Canada Section
AWWA Director.
As things are constantly changing in the world around us,
please keep up to date with the latest water-related information,
which can be found on the newly improved Western Canada
Section website at www.wcsawwa.net.
Stay safe and take care of one another.

AWWA REPORT

Recognizing water professionals
during difficult times
Paul Wobma, Director, Western Canada Section AWWA

O

ver the last few months, the
world has changed in ways
we have never seen before.
COVID-19 has impacted our
work and personal lives, our families
and loved ones, and our health and
well-being.
As most of you already know, AWWA
announced that it has cancelled
the AWWA Annual Conference
and Exposition (ACE20), which was
scheduled for June 14-17 in Orlando.
AWWA understands that this is a great
disappointment to attendees, exhibitors,
and sponsors and understands that
it is the face-to-face interactions with
friends and colleagues that makes ACE
special. As we all anxiously await the
time when our lives can once again get
back to normal, AWWA is exploring new
pathways for you to interact, learn and
share. Some of these include:
• COVID-19 Webinar series, which has
attracted over 5,700 attendees
• Exploring virtual conference
opportunities
• Planning more e-learning and webinars
• Getting back to face-to-face events
when they are safe and appropriate

In the midst of this pandemic, I am
continually appreciative of the frontline
workers helping to keep us safe and
getting us through these extremely
challenging times. One group of frontline
workers that I would especially like
to thank are water professionals. The
water professionals are doing critical
and heroic work to help stop the spread
of COVID-19. They ensure that safe,
reliable water is there when you need
it, and are working around the clock to
keep the water flowing. There is not a
finer collection of people and the quiet,
heroic work they are doing on behalf of
our communities is literally saving lives. I
thank you all.
UPDATES TO STRATEGIC PLANS
Earlier this year, I attended meetings with
the Canadian Affairs Committee, the
Western Canada Section AWWA Board,
and the AWWA Board of Directors. We
covered a lot of ground and I wanted to
report on a couple of items. AWWA is in
the process of reviewing and updating
their strategic plan, which is updated
every three years. The Western Canada
Section AWWA is also in the process

of updating its three-year strategic plan.
Our Section’s goals continue to include
providing high value to members,
valuable tools and resources, supporting
the industry in dealing with today’s and
tomorrow’s water challenges, and helping to
ensure a sustainable water industry. We will
update you further once these plans have
been finalized.
FOND FAREWELL
Finally, my term as Director for the Western
Canada Section AWWA has almost come to
an end. On July 1, 2020, Jeff O’Driscoll will
take on this role for the next three years. Jeff
has been a strong contributor and supporter
to the water industry and has been involved
in many activities, roles, committees and
boards in Western Canada. I have had the
pleasure of knowing and working with Jeff
over the last 15-plus years. I am sure he will
be a great Director for this Section. Please
help me in welcoming Jeff to this role.
I would like to thank everyone with whom
I have had the pleasure of working and
interacting during my term. Their support,
camaraderie, knowledge, and passion I will
always treasure.
Thank you and stay safe.

PEOPLE. DRIVE. RESULTS.
INDUSTRIAL | MUNICIPAL | BUILDING & FACILITIES | UTILITY
CONNECT WITH US TO DRIVE
YOUR PROJECT TO
SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES

Brett Knievel, CET
Business Development Manager

Tel.: +204-786-8080 Email: Jeff.Rempel@snclavalin.com

bknievel@aegion.com | aegion.com
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Insituform Technologies Limited
Unit 4, 8009 - 57th Street SE
Calgary, AB T2C 5K7
403.235.4769 / Office
403.589.2469 / Cell
844.589.2469 / Toll Free
888.733.0398 / Fax
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CWWA REPORT

Adapt, survive and thrive
in the new normal
Vicki Campbell, Western Canada Water Director for CWWA, January 2020

I

t’s hard to believe what has happened in 2020 since my last report in January. The January report provided an update on the great
Annual Conference event which CWWA hosted in Banff in November 2019. The report was also full of excitement for the events
planned for 2020, including the Window on Ottawa planned for June with its new format, back to back with the Canadian Water
Summit. Has it really only been a few months since that last report? The world has changed greatly in that time and we are faced
with a new reality.

EVENTS-RELATED UPDATES
Now, looking forward, the Window on Ottawa has been
cancelled for 2020. The CWWA Annual Conference is still
planned for Niagara Falls, Ontario in November, and we hope
it can continue. As the months progress and the COVID-19
situation unfolds, we will have a clearer line of sight by which to
make further decisions in this regard. Please stay tuned to our
website for more information.
Even with these unusual times, CWWA has been active with
meetings, communications and press releases over the last
couple of months. The intent of the press releases “What Not
to Flush” and “Clean Tap Water” was to provide direction and
assurance to the public that the water is safe. Our Security
& Emergency Management Committee has developed a
guidance document that should be helpful to utilities. We
are also developing speaking notes for mayors and municipal
communications staff, which can be distributed by the Federal
Council of Municipalities, or through utility leaders.

COVID-19-RELATED UPDATES
We are keeping our website up to date with information on
the COVID-19 situation. Go to the www.cwwa.ca homepage
where you will see a large COVID-19 button. This will take
you to a page of three selections on COVID-19:
• Resources and Links
• Press Releases
• News Clippings
Refer to the information as often as you need for resources.
This is a stressful situation for all of us. I like to focus on
the good news happening all around us and there is
a lot for which we should be proud. Every municipality and
utility continue to find ways to deliver essential services. The
water professionals in our industry have banded together to
support each other and lend a helping hand.
We will adapt and survive. There may be a new
normal after we are through this, but we will figure it
out and thrive.

If it doesn’t say

on the outside, then it’s not

Denso Anti-Corrosion & Sealing Systems
Unmatched Quality and Performance

on the inside.

CSA Z245.30 compliant
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Denso North America Inc.
90 Ironside Crescent, Unit 12
Toronto, Ontario M1X 1M3
Tel: 416-291-3435
Fax: 416-291-0898
sales@densona-ca.com
www.densona.com

SWWA REPORT

Service of the silent and steady kind
Tim Cox, SWWA President

O

n my drive to work one
weekend, a fog cloaked
the familiar landmarks
and roadway to the water
treatment plant. This drew my thoughts
to the similarity with our new work
environment. Many things are the same,
or at the very least familiar, but all have
some sense of unknown, which can cause
uneasiness and anxiety.
Perhaps you have to complete a fitfor-duty form daily to determine your
health. Perhaps there are signs regarding
COVID-19 at entrances to facilities and
physical distancing at work is mandatory
and extra precautions are being taken
with regard to your health and safety
and that of others. Many of our usual
seasonal tasks have not yet been started,
let alone completed. Many are difficult, if
not impossible, to complete with physical
distancing and split crews.
We know that warmer weather
is coming and with that comes the
rain, higher water use, seasonal sites
reopening and all producing more
wastewater and runoff, among other
things. Without the usual preparedness
that we are accustomed to, this can
also create anxiety and concern for us
as operators. We are typically a wellprepared group, but these circumstances
are not normal for us at all. Some of us are
working in a totally new environment from
home, for example. This poses its own
unique challenges, such as designated
work spaces, ergonomics, isolation and
distractions. For some, in addition to their
own work, they are also having to use
video chats and conferencing technology,
while assisting their children with
schoolwork, and sharing the computer
with other family members working or
studying from home.
All that being said, being the
professionals that we are, we continue
to provide safe and potable water,
wastewater treatment, main break repairs,

and many other essential services to our
communities and customers. For many of
us, the services we provide go relatively
unrecognized or unnoticed. We are not
the frontline healthcare workers, the
staff at the grocery stores, the truckers
bringing in supplies, or the emergency
workers. We are silently and steadily
providing key essential services. Doing
our part to ensure that sanitation and
potable water services continue. Imagine
what our current situation would be if
this was not the case. Things would look
much different.
CONFERENCE EXPERIENCES
AND OTHER EVENTS
On another note, I had the privilege
of being invited to attend the annual
AWWOA conference in Banff. It was
great to see some old friends and make
some new ones. We were provided with
many good learning and networking
opportunities. Thank you to the organizers
for doing such a great job. As well, one of
our SWWA board members attended the

MWWA annual conference in Brandon.
He too reported that there were many
good information sessions and had
the opportunity to network with peers.
Thank you to MWWA for the invitation
to attend its conference, another wellorganized event.
The annual SWWA golf tournament
and workshop is tentatively scheduled
for August 21, 2020 in Moose Jaw, and
the annual SWWA conference will be in
Saskatoon from November 3-6.
Our in-class workshops are cancelled,
but we are offering online training
opportunities. All of this information is on
the SWWA website www.swwa.ca
To all of you I say “THANK YOU”
on behalf of the Board of SWWA, for
continuing to provide a level of security
and safety to us all. As always, you have
risen to the challenge and exceeded
our expectations. As things gradually
return to a more normal time in our
communities, we can hopefully start to
relax and enjoy some downtime.
Keep strong and stay well.
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NTWWA REPORT

Weathering the storm
to get to the other side
Greg Hamman, NTWWA Director

G

reetings from the not-so-dark north. Spring is finally
in the air and the sun has returned to the north.
Unfortunately, the reach of COVID-19 has made
it to the north, although due to strict protocols,
mandatory isolation for returning residents, and physical
distancing with strict travel precautions in place, the NWT have
only seen five cases with full recoveries. Luckily, Nunavut has
had no registered cases thus far. Before the global pandemic
hit, the NTWWA board was in the planning stages of our 2020
conference in Yellowknife.
Our conference is scheduled for two days of technical
sessions, including our AGM and tradeshow, followed by a
two-day operator’s workshop, where we put on various lessons
and classes in order for our operators to obtain CEUs. This
gives our industry professionals, product representatives and
local operators a chance to network and share stories and
ideas on how to best deliver water to the far north regions of
Canada. Due to our vast landmass and sparse population, each
community has unique challenges, which arise when it comes

www.clowcanada.com
1-800-561-9931

Due to our vast landmass
and sparse population, each
community has unique challenges,
which may arise when it comes to
water treatment and delivery .…
to water treatment and delivery, from source water to trucked
delivery and above-ground utilidors. Our annual conference
is the only chance that a lot of our community operators get
to meet and bounce ideas off of other remote operators and
industry staff.
Although we have not made a formal decision on the fate of
the November conference, we will be preparing to postpone
our conference to November of 2021 with the same location of
the Explorer Hotel in Yellowknife in mind, and continuing with
our rotation to Nunavut for the following year. Right now, in the
NWT, any travel outside must be reported to Public Health and
an isolation plan must be filed. This includes two weeks of selfisolation in one of the regional centres with designated hotels
provided in the event that the traveller has no place where they
can safely isolate. In Nunavut, they have been able, thus far, to
keep COVID-19 out by requiring the self-isolation be done in
approved sites prior to returning to Nunavut.
Luckily, our remoteness and low population has granted us
the ability to implement these programs and stay relatively safe.
We send our best wishes to our southern counterparts as they
weather the storm. We hope to all come out stronger on the
other side of this, whenever it may be.
Stay safe and keep the clean water flowing.

Supplying North America with
Manitoba made water treatment
solutions for 61 years.

Our solutions:
• Liquid aluminum sulphate
• Dry aluminum sulphate
• Sulphuric acid
• Aqua ammonia
• Polyaluminum chloride

Helping you manage:
• Coagulation
• Phosphate removal
• pH control
• Trihalomethane reduction
• Environmental compliance

(204) 222-3276 border@borderchemical.com
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LAST DROP

ANSWERS
e
ThCROSSWORD

Flushing away the bad news?
Submitted by Bill Brant, WSP

A

s reported on March 21 by the BBC, toilet roll panic
buying is leading to blocked sewers as people with
no loo paper are forced to use alternatives. A small
number of people are stocking up with hundreds of
rolls in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in artificial
shortages. A regional water company in the UK, Northumbrian
Water, has reported that disadvantaged residents without access
to toilet paper have sought alternatives. They are using wipes,
kitchen paper towels and newspaper pages, which they are
then flushing down their toilets. These people may be forced to
improvise, but the company said the consequences of flushing
inappropriate materials down toilets could be “devastating” to
infrastructure, homes and the environment.
Senior wastewater networks manager Simon Cyhanko said they
should dispose of the soiled alternative products by directing
them into rubbish receptacles.
“We understand some people affected by the limited toilet roll
availability may have no choice but to use alternative products,”
he said. “Blockages can have devastating consequences, from
causing people’s homes to be flooded with toilet waste, to the
environment being polluted” if blockages occur in lift stations
and treatment plants. A home flooded with sewage “isn’t a
pleasant experience at any time and especially now, if vulnerable

people need to self-isolate because of COVID-19,” he said.
Sewer blockages are routine for sewer utilities. Northumbrian
Water found nearly two-thirds of the 15,600 blockages cleared
in 2019 were caused by wet wipes. Blockages often happened
inside householders’ plumbing and house connection pipes,
rather than in mainline sewers further down the system, the
company said. The recent blockages are exhibiting a different
character, however. We know the news has gone from bad to
worse, but flushing newspapers can bring even worse news into
our homes if the sewers become plugged.
The COVID-19 pandemic may drive some people to bizarre
behaviour. We can only hope clearer thinking prevails because
muddled thinking only makes matters worse.

2020

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

JUNE
11
CWWA Virtual Window on Ottawa

AUGUST
28
MWWA Golf Tournament East of Ste. Anne

OCTOBER
3-7
WEFTEC New Orleans

NOVEMBER
4-6
SWWA Conference Saskatoon

9-11
CWWA Conference Niagara Falls
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www.fordmeterbox.com

Working Together to Build a Stronger Community

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged all of us, and has also shown us what we can
accomplish if we work together. By physical distancing, we are flattening the curve.
Thank you to all the health care and front-line workers, as well as those maintaining
other essential services, for everything they are doing to save lives and sustain our
communities during these uncertain and stressful times.
Thank you also to those who have supported people in your communities.
In keeping with our mandate of Shaping our Shared Future, Associated Engineering is
matching staff donations to our local food banks.
Through our collective compassion and commitment, we will get through this crisis
and be stronger for our efforts.

A Carbon Neutral Company since 2009

www.ae.ca

PRODUCING A
DUCTILE IRON PLUG
VALVE IMPROVES
THE INDUSTRY.
SERIES 4800 METAL SEATED PLUG
VALVE CONSTRUCTED WITH
SUPERIOR MATERIALS FOR
RELIABLE LOW MAINTENANCE
LONGER LASTING SERVICE.

CUTS THROUGH DEBRIS & SOLIDS!
ANSI/NSF-61 AND ANSI/NSF-372 CERTIFIED.
J&S Valve Metal to Metal Seated Plug Valves can cut through solids. They are an excellent choice for use in raw water
and sewage applications. The Full-Round Ported Metal to Metal Seated Plug Valve allows for effective pigging of the
pipeline it can cut through boards, tree limbs, and zebra mussels. The J&S Metal Seated Plug Valve, with it’s sharp, tough,
metal seat is field adjustable & replaceable. The valve is constructed of ductile iron, coated with fusion bonded epoxy,
inside and out. The rotor seat is 316 Stainless Steel and the body seat is Nitronic-60 Stainless Steel which provides
superior corrosion resistance, strength, and zero leakage. J&S Valve Metal Seated Plug Valves are available in 3” - 108”
and are in full compliance with the MSS-SP-156 standard for Ductile Iron Plug Valves.

ZERO-LEAKAGE
J&S precisely machines
metal seats providing
zero leakage.
THIS WON’T HAPPEN
TO A J&S PLUG VALVE

2323 1st Street Huffman, Texas 77336

JANDSVALVE.COM

